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Regularized Parametric Models of Nonstationary Processes
Daniel Rudoy and Tryphon Georgiou

tionary processes being under consideration by regularizing
the temporal trajectories of the time-varying AR and lattice
coefficients using local and global constraints, and derive
the corresponding constrained estimators. In Section V, we
show how to use these estimators to construct hypothesis
tests for stationarity. Finally, in Section VI, we contrast the
distance measures employed in our regularization framework
with distance measures arising from Riemannian metrics on
the space of AR processes. We conclude and briefly discuss
future directions in Section VII.

Abstract— In this article, we study two classes of nonstationary processes respectively parameterized by time-varying
autoregressions and time-varying lattice filters. The processes
considered are induced by solutions to certain convex optimization problems with local or global constraints, and are
consistent with standard models of their stationary counterparts. We show that an underlying nesting property naturally
leads to a family of hypothesis tests for stationarity and provide
a geometric interpretation of our results on the manifold of allpole rational transfer functions.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Time-varying autoregressions constitute a popular class
of parametric models for nonstationary processes, and have
been applied to a wide array of signal processing and control
problems including speech analysis [1]–[3], EEG analysis [4]
and radar processing [5]. Different classes of time-varying
autoregressive (TVAR) models can be obtained depending on
how the temporal evolution of the autoregressive coefficients
is modeled. Previous approaches include using a functional
basis expansion [1], [3], [6] or modeling each trajectory as
a sample path of a suitably-chosen stochastic process (see,
e.g., [7]).
In contrast, we consider TVAR modeling from a geometric
point of view. Time-varying AR coefficients at time instants
m and n implicitly define two “frozen-time” AR processes
with power spectral densities fm and fn , which are functions
2
} and {a1 [n], . . . , ap [n], σn2 }, reof {a1 [m], . . . , ap [m], σm
spectively. This observation forms the basis of our approach
to modeling the temporal evolution of TVAR coefficients—
we constrain the coefficient variation from one timestep to
the next by bounding a measure of distance between the
induced AR models. We show that this formulation admits
efficient estimators realized through convex optimization
programs. Aspects of our approach are similar to the recent
work of [8] in the context of signal segmentation, however,
our presentation is more general touching on lattice parameterizations, tests for stationarity and Riemannian metrics on
the manifold of AR processes.
To this end, we review the direct- and lattice-form representations of time-varying autoregressive processes in Section II, and discuss unconstrained estimation of their parameters in Section III. In Section IV, we narrow the set of nonsta-

II. T IME -VARYING AUTOREGRESSIVE M ODELS
Consider the following discrete-time difference equation
with time-varying coefficients:
TVAR(p): x[n] =

ai [n]x[n − i] + σw[n],

(1)

i=1

which generalizes the classical autoregressive (AR) process
and where the sequence w[n] is a zero-mean white Gaussian
sequence with unit variance scaled by a gain parameter σ >
0. The time-dependence of the coefficients ai [n] implies that
the stochastic process specified by (1) is nonstationary.
Next, fix a positive integer j and define {ai,j [n] | 1 ≤ i ≤
j} and {bi,j [n] | 1 ≤ i ≤ j} to be the time-varying forward
and backward linear prediction coefficients that minimize the
squared errors of predicting x[n] and x[n − j], respectively.
These forward and backward errors are defined according to:
efj [n] , x[n] −

j
X

ai,j [n]x[n − i],

(2)

i=1

ebj [n]

, x[n − j] −

j
X

bi,j [n]x[n − j + i].

(3)

i=1

It is clear from (2) that efj [n] is the error of approximating
x[n] by its projection onto the space spanned by {x[n −
1], x[n − 2], . . . , x[n − j]}. However, since the variables
{x[n − 1], x[n −
. . . , x[n − j]} are dependent, the exP2],
j
pansion x
b[n] , i=1 ai,j [n]x[n − i] is not orthogonal and,
consequently, neither is the direct-form realization of (1).
An alternative realization of x
b[n], using an orthogonal set
of vectors, may be obtained by applying the Gram-Schmidt
procedure to the variables {x[n − 1], x[n − 2], . . . , x[n − j]}
in order starting from x[n − 1] (see e.g., [9]). This yields
a recursive way of computing the optimal forward and
backward linear prediction coefficients of order j from those
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preparation, we first develop the unconstrained estimators in
this section.

e bp [n]

A. Time-varying Autoregressive Coefficients

(a) Whitening lattice filter comprised of p sections

efj −1[n]

Bi

Given N observations of the process x[n] partitioned
according to:

efj [n]

κ bj [n]
e bj −1[n]

T
(xp | xN −p )T , x[0] · · · x[p − 1] | x[p] · · · x[N − 1] ,

κ fj [n]

we would like to estimate the TVAR coefficients grouped
into a vector a ∈ R(N −p)p×1 according to:

e bj [n]

Z-1

a , ap

(b) The jth section of whitening lattice filter
Fig. 1. Diagram of whitening lattice filter with time-dependent forward
and backward lattice coefficients κfj [n] and κb
j [n], respectively

of order j − 1 by:
(
ai,j−1 [n]+κfj [n]bj−i,j−1 [n−1] if 1 ≤ i < j
ai,j [n] =
−κfj [n] if i = j

κbj [n]

,−

kebj−1 [n − 1]k2
hefj−1 [n], ebj−1 [n − 1]i
kefj−1 [n]k2

T

,

.
×p(xp ; a0 , . . . , ap−1 , σ 2 )

,

Here the notation “|” reflects conditioning on random variables, whereas “;” indicates dependence of the density on
non-random parameters. As is standard practice, we approximate the above unconditional data likelihood by the
conditional likelihood p(xN −p | xp ; a, σ 2 ). The “edge” effect of disregarding p(xp ; a0 , . . . , ap−1 , σ 2 ) becomes less
noticeable with increasing N .
Due to the Gaussianity of w[n], maximizing the conditional likelihood is equivalent to solving the following leastsquares problem:

,

corresponding to a generalization of the Levinson recursion.
Here the forward and backward time-varying lattice (reflection) coefficients κfj [n] and κbj [n] are defined via:
hefj−1 [n], ebj−1 [n − 1]i

aN −1

p(xN −p , xp ; a0 , . . . , aN −1 , σ 2 ) = p(xN −p | xp ; a, σ 2 )

(5)

κfj [n] , −

···


where am , a1 [m] a2 [m] · · · ap [m] .
The unconditional likelihood of the TVAR coefficients and
σ 2 can be factored according to:

(4)
(
bi,j−1 [n−1]+κbj [n]aj−i,j−1 [n] if 1 ≤ i < j
bi,j [n] =
−κbj [n] if i = j

ap+1

, and
b = minimize kxN −p − Hx ak22 ,
a

(6)

a

.

(8)

where Hx is the appropriate data-dependent blockb =
Hankel matrix.
−1 TIts solution is readily obtained as a
Hx xN −p .
HxT Hx

By substituting (4) and (5) into (2) and (3), respectively,
we obtain the following familiar recursive lattice structure:
 f  
 f

ej [n]
1
κfj [n]
ej−1 [n]
=
.
(7)
ebj [n]
κbj [n]
1
ebj−1 [n − 1]

B. Time-Varying Reflection Coefficients
The time-varying reflection coefficients may also be
directly estimated from data. Specifically, given N observations, we need to estimate the parameter vectors
{κf1 , κf2 , . . . , κfp } and {κb1 , κb2 , . . . , κbp } where κfj , κbj ∈
R(N −j)×1 are defined for all 1 ≤ j ≤ p by

Indeed, together with the natural initial condition of ef0 [n] =
eb0 [n] = x[n], the recursion of (7) corresponds to the timevarying whitening lattice filter shown in Fig. 1. This yields
an orthogonal realization of a TVAR(p) process in contrast
to the direct form realization of (1).
III. U NCONSTRAINED E STIMATION
If M sequences each consisting of N observations were
available, with M  N , then the sample covariance matrix
of the process could be easily estimated (see e.g., [5]). On the
other hand, when only a single sequence of observations is
available the problem is ill-posed without further constraints.
Indeed, even short-time analysis presupposes that signal
statistics are piecewise-constant which is not suitable in
our general nonstationary setting. Consequently, we describe
appropriately constrained estimators in Section IV below; in

κfj , κfj [j] κfj [j + 1]

···

κbj , κbj [j] κbj [j + 1]

···

T
κfj [N − 1] , and
T
κbj [N − 1] .

We may group these first j sets of coefficients according to
θjf , {κf1 , κf2 , . . . , κfj } and θjb , {κb1 , κb2 , . . . , κbj }.
The estimation approach, structurally similar to the timef
b fj and κ
b bj only after θbj−1
invariant case, is to estimate κ
b
and θbj−1
are obtained. In particular, suppose that θj−1
and consequently efj−1 [n] and ebj−1 [n] are known. Then,
in analogy to Burg’s method, we estimate κfj and κbj to
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Fig. 2. Fitting TVAR processes with a constraint on the overall “path-length” of coefficient trajectories. The quadratic program of (13) is applied to two
TVAR(2) processes with piecewise-constant (top panels) and smooth (bottom panels) coefficient trajectories. The three examples correspond to different
norms used: q = 1 (left), q = 1.5 (middle) and q = 2 (right).

minimize, respectively, the sums of squared forward and
backward prediction errors:
f
b fj = argmin L(κfj ; θj−1
κ
),
κfj

N
−1
X

kefj [n]k2 ,

n=j−1

b
b bj = argmin L(κbj ; θj−1
κ
),
κb
j

N
−1
X

which may be viewed as a simple plug-in estimator based
on (6). This is the best estimator available in the absence of
further assumptions.
IV. C ONSTRAINED E STIMATION

(9)

Estimating (N − p)p parameters from N observations is
an ill-posed problem and so the estimators of (8) and (9)
need to be constrained. Here we discuss two strategies based,
respectively, on a set of local and global constraints on how
fast the time-varying AR or lattice coefficients are allowed
to vary.

kebj [n]k2 .

n=j−1

The objective function of (9) may be conveniently rewritten in linear regression form. To this end, define the vectors
efj and ebj ∈ R(N −j)×1 according to:
T
efj , efj [j] efj [j + 1] · · · efj [N − 1]
T
ebj , ebj [j − 1] ebj [j] · · · ebj [N − 2] ,

A. Time-Varying AR Models
Local constraints on the TVAR coefficient trajectories may
be imposed by bounding finite-difference approximations to
the first d derivatives of each TVAR coefficient trajectory.
In the case of d = 1, for instance, this yields the following
optimization problem:

and the matrices Ejf , Ejb ∈ R(N −j)×(N −j) specified entrywise by: E f (m, n) , efj [m]δ[m − n] and E b (m, n) ,
ebj [m]δ[m−n] for 1 ≤ m, n ≤ N −j. Then we may write (9)
according to:
b fj
κ

= argmin
κfj

b = min kxN −p − Hx ak22
a
a

f
L(κfj ; θj−1
)

b
= efj−1 + Ej−1
κfj

T

subject to |ai [n] − ai [n − 1]| ≤ 
 ≥ 0, ∀ 1 < n ≤ N ; 1 ≤ i ≤ p.


b
efj−1 + Ej−1
κfj ,

Note that, in this case, a time-invariant AR process may be
recovered by setting  = 0.
The local constraints of (11) preclude large local fluctuations since the amount of coefficient variation per timestep
is bounded. An alternative is to consider a global regularizer
based on the total “length” of all AR trajectories captured
via a q-norm-derived distance as follows:
!1/q
p
N
−1
X
X
q
Lq (a) ,
|ai [n] − ai [n − 1]|
.
(12)

b
b bj = argmin L(κbj ; θj−1
κ
)
κb
j

f
= ebj−1 + Ej−1
κbj

T


f
ebj−1 + Ej−1
κbj .

Consequently, the estimators are given by:


b T b
b fj = − Ej−1
κ
Ej−1 efj−1 , and


f T f
b bj = − Ej−1
κ
Ej−1 ebj−1 ,

(10)

or pointwise according to:
κ
bfj [n] =
κ
bbj [n] =

efj−1 [n]ebj−1 [n − 1]
,
− b
ej−1 [n]ebj−1 [n]
efj−1 [n]ebj−1 [n − 1]
− f
,
ej−1 [n]efj−1 [n]

(11)

i=1 n=p+1

Indeed, one may think of a TVAR process as a path on
the manifold of AR processes, with each “frozen-time” AR
process as a point along the path, and of (12) as a proxy
for measuring the path length—we discuss this interpretation
further in Section VI. In this manner (12) gives rise to a class

and
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a
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subject to Lq (a) ≤ C.
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of time-varying AR processes for some C > 0 described by
the feasible set of solutions to:
(13)
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subject to kxN −p − Hx ak22 < C,
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2
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b = min λLq (a) + (1 − λ)kxN −p − Hx ak22 ,
a
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In the statistics literature, when q = 1, the solution to the
quadratic program of (13) may be obtained by an algorithm
called the Lasso; its properties were originally studied in [10]
in the context of shrinkage estimators.
Two alternatives to the quadratic program of (13) include
minimizing the path-length while constraining the energy of
the residual
b = min
a

0

(15)

2

for some λ ∈ [0, 1]. Setting C = σ in (14) allows us to
effectively measure the length of the process; however, σ 2 is
not always known in practice. The sum-of-norms objective
function of (15) has also been recently studied in the context
of time-series segmentation algorithms [8].
We make the following observations about the problems (13), (14), and (15):
1) All three problems are convex when 1 < q ≤ ∞,
and solutions may be efficiently found using freelyavailable software packages such as CVX [11]. Highlyefficient algorithms are available if q ∈ {1, 2, ∞}.
2) Using the `1 -norm (q = 1) induces a sparse solution
by penalizing the number of changes in value in the
TVAR coefficient trajectories.
3) In the formulation of (13), a time-invariant AR process
may be recovered by setting C = 0. But, the quadratic
programs in (14) and (15) do not allow such a specialization for any value of C or λ.
As an illustration, the results of estimating two TVAR(2)
processes, with piecewise-constant and smooth coefficient
trajectories, using (13) with different norms are shown in
Fig. 2. The value of the length upper bound C was set based
on the true path length of the generated process, i.e., by
calculating Lq (a) using the true coefficient trajectories.
Our second example illustrates the application of (13) to a
temporarily-unstable TVAR(2) process generated by filtering
white Gaussian noise through a second-order digital resonator whose minimum-phase poles (z, z ∗ | z = re−jθ r =
.8 θ = π/4) are briefly moved to their conjugate-reciprocal
locations outside the unit circle resulting in an amplitude
spike seen in the top panel of Fig. 3. As shown in the
middle panel of Fig. 3, the power spectral density remains
unchanged, since reflecting poles about the boundary of the
unit circle only changes the phase of the filter and leaves
the magnitude spectrum unchanged. Nonetheless, the `1 constrained estimator of (13) yields accurate estimates of
the TVAR trajectories at every time instant.

1
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Fig. 3. Fitting a TVAR(2) process with an `1 constraint on the overall
“path-length” of coefficient trajectories. The time-domain signal showing
the temporary instability (top) is shown together with its estimated power
spectral density (middle), and with the true (solid) and estimated (dashed)
estimates of TVAR coefficient trajectories (bottom).

B. Time-varying Lattice Filters
In order to constrain the estimator of (10), we first make
a standard assumption (see, e.g., [1]) that:
kefj [n]k2 = kebj [n − 1]k2

for all 0 ≤ n ≤ N − 1,

which together with (6) implies that κfj [n] = κbj [n]. This
reduces the number of coefficients that need to be estimated
by a factor of two. In this case, κj , κfj = κbj and the
estimator of (10) becomes:
b j = argmin L(κj ; θj−1 ) ,
κ
κj

N
−1
X

kefj [n]k2 + kebj [n]k2 .

n=j−1

(16)
The estimator of (16) may be further constrained in the same
vein as (11), (13), (14), or (15). For instance, in the case
of a path-length constraint we obtain the following quadratic
program (convex if 1 < q ≤ ∞) for some C > 0 for the jth
time-varying reflection coefficient:
b j = argmin
κ
κj

subject to

N
−1
X

kefj [n]k2 + kebj [n]k2

n=j−1
p
N
−1
X
X

!1/q
q

|κi [n] − κi [n − 1]|

≤ C,

i=1 n=p+1

(17)
where it is assumed that the first j−1 lattice coefficients have
already been estimated. Since time-varying lattice coefficients are estimated iteratively, the quadratic program of (17)
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Fig. 4. Example of GLRT detection performance for a 100-sample synthetic TVAR(2) signal: (a) GLRT operating characteristics for various frequency
jumps δ ∈ {π/40, π/20, 3π/40, π/10} radians; (b) GLRT operating characteristics for different norms q ∈ {1, 1.5, 2}.

has a factor of p (assuming p coefficients are desired) less
constraints than the TVAR formulation of (13), which leads
to overall computational savings.

the duration of the signal, while its bandwidth is kept
constant. The detection performance of the GLRT statistic
of (19), computed for q = 1 to encourage sparsity in
the resultant estimates, is illustrated in the left panel of
Fig. 4, which shows receiver operating characteristic (ROC)
curves computed for different frequency jump sizes δ ∈
{π/40, π/20, 3π/40, π/10} radians (200 Hz increments). To
generate data under H0 , δ was set to zero and 500 trial
simulations were performed for each combination. The value
of C0 was set based on the true path length of the generated
process, i.e., by calculating Lq (a) using the true coefficient
trajectories.
In agreement with our intuition, detection performance
improves when δ is increased—larger changes are easier to
detect. We also considered the effect of the regularization
norm q on the power of the likelihood ratio test—it is
illustrated in the right panel of Fig. 4. As expected, the
detection performance improves with decreasing q since the
underlying signal is sparse.
Note that the formulation of the hypothesis tests in (18)
requires the specification of the constants 0 and C0 , which
is natural since these constants define nested classes of
nonstationary processes. Estimating these constants from
data to arrive at a hypothesis test of the form

V. T ESTING FOR S TATIONARITY
Setting  = 0 in (11) or setting C = 0 in (13) and (17)
constrains the feasible solution set to include only timeinvariant AR processes. Assuming BIBO stability of the
underlying process, this allows us to formulate statistical
hypothesis tests for the stationarity of x[n] as follows:
Local: H0 :  = 0
H1 :  = 0 > 0

Global: H0 : C = 0
H1 : C = C0 > 0
(18)
Given N observations x, both of these hypothesis tests may
be realized using a generalized likelihood-ratio test (GLRT)
statistic according to:
T (x) , 2 ln

supa,σ2 pH1 (x; a, σ 2 ) H1
≷ γ,
supa,σ2 pH0 (x; a, σ 2 ) H0

(19)

where the subscript pHi (x; θ) denotes the likelihood of the
parameters θ given the data x under hypothesis i ∈ {0, 1}.
In the case of the direct form parametrization, the maximum likelihood estimates of a and σ 2 using (11) or (13)
under H1 with  = 0 or C = C0 , and under H0 using
the same estimators with  = 0 or C = 0, respectively. In
the case of an orthogonal parametrization, first an estimate
of κ1 , . . . , κp is obtained under H1 using (17) and under
H0 using (17) with C = 0. Then an estimate of a may be
obtained from the estimated time-varying lattice parameters
via the generalized Levinson recursion of (4) and (5). Finally
note that in the case of a global regularizer on the coefficient
variation, when (13) or (17) are employed, the test statistic
depends on the choice of q in (12).
To illustrate typical behavior of the likelihood-ratio
test statistic of (19), we consider a synthetic 100-sample
TVAR(2) signal obtained by filtering white Gaussian noise
through a second-order digital resonator. The resonator’s
center frequency is increased by δ radians halfway through

Local: H0 :  = 0
H1 :  > 0

Global: H0 : C = 0
H1 : C > 0

(20)

is not a straightforward hypothesis testing question in our
framework, since changing  or C changes the underlying
class of stochastic processes. It may be possible to address (20) through a multiple-testing approach whereby 0
and C0 are systematically increased in the test of (18) until
the null hypothesis is rejected.
VI. R ELATIONSHIP TO M ETRICS ON M ANIFOLD OF
P OWER S PECTRAL D ENSITIES
Thus far we have considered classes of nonstationary
processes defined by limiting variation of the time-varying
AR or lattice coefficients using a coefficient-domain distance
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metric

measure such as (12). Below, we explore the relationship of
these coefficient-domain distances to intrinsic (Riemannian)
metrics on the manifold of AR processes. We touch upon
these concepts from a point of view consistent with the spirit
of the paper—in order to highlight viable alternatives for
regularizing geodesics across “frozen-time” models of nonstationary processes.
A wide variety of metrics and so-called “distortion measures” have been used to quantify distance between stochastic processes and track drift of their characteristics [12],
[13]. Early on, Itakura and Saito [14] presented the “errormatching measure”
Z π
dθ
f0
f0
− log( ) − 1
,
dIS (f0 , f1 ) ,
f1
2π
−π f1

s
Z

−π

ρ(f0 , f1 ) ,

exp

∆
f

2

dθ
−
2π

Z

π

−π

∆ dθ
f 2π

2
,

which defines the Riemannian structure. It turns out that
geodesics are easy to compute in this setting, and that
geodesic distances between power spectra take the form
of (normalized) L2 -distances between their respective logarithms:
s
2
Z π
2
Z π 
f0 dθ
f0
dθ
log
,
log
−
d(f0 , f1 ) ,
f1
2π
f1 2π
−π
−π
which is similar to “log-spectral deviations” used in speech
processing (see, e.g., [12, page 370]).
Specializing to the case of autoregressive spectra, let
fi (θ) ,

|1 + a1

[i]e−jθ

σi2
,
+ . . . + ap [i]e−jpθ |2

for i ∈ {0, 1}. Then ρ(f0 , f1 ) takes the following form:
Z π
2
1 + a1 [1]e−jθ + . . . + ap [1]e−jpθ dθ
ρ(f0 , f1 ) =
2
−π |1 + a1 [0]e−jθ + . . . + ap [0]e−jpθ | 2π
Z π
2 f0 dθ
=
1 + a1 [1]e−jθ + . . . + ap [1]e−jpθ
σ02 2π
−π
aT Rp+1 a1
= 1 2
,
σ0
where ai , (1, a1 [i], . . . , ap [i])T , while Rp+1 is the Toeplitz
covariance matrix of the process with power spectral density
f0 . Thus, if
T
δ , δ1 δ2 · · · δp
denotes a tangent direction in the space of autoregressive
coefficients and quantifies a “small” perturbation or direction
T
of change in the sense a0 → a1 = a0 + 0 δ T , then the
degradation of predictive-error variance ρ(f0 , f1 )−1 between
the two nearby spectra is given by:
ρ(f0 , f1 ) − 1 =

δ T Rp δ
.
σ2

Therefore the metric
r

δ T Rp δ
(22)
σ2
induces a natural Riemannian structure on the topological
space of AR processes from the point of view of prediction
theory.
It is crucial to observe the differences between the metric
of (22) and the q-norm-based distance of (12). Both forms
depend on the perturbation δ, but (22) also takes the location
of the poles into account and is, therefore, more sensitive
to small perturbations of poles near the unit circle than to
perturbations of the poles near the origin—a desirable feature
from a systems perspective. On the other hand, it is not clear
how to use (22) in order to bound the rate of variation of
time-varying AR or lattice coefficients in the manner of (13)
because the resultant optimization problem is no longer
gAR (a0 , δ) ,

Rπ

f0 (θ) dθ
−π f1 (θ) 2π

 
π
f0 (θ) dθ
log
f1 (θ) 2π
−π



gf (∆) ,

between power spectral densities f0 and f1 , now commonly
referred to as the Itakura-Saito distance. This indexing is
consistent with the earlier development and suggests that i ∈
{0, 1} represents two different points in time where signal
statistics (e.g., power spectral densities) have been estimated
from time-series data. Itakura also introduced the so-called
“gain-optimized” distortion defined by:
Z π
f0 /σ02 dθ
dI (f0 , f1 ) , min dIS (f0 , λf1 ) = log
, (21)
2
λ≥0
−π f1 /σ1 2π
Rπ
dθ
where σi2 , exp( −π log(fi ) 2π
) is the variance of the
optimal one-step-ahead prediction error. The gain-optimized
distortion dI (f0 , f1 ) quantifies the differences in “shape” not
total power between f0 and f1 . Note that in the case of
the TVAR process of (1), we have that σi2 = σ 2 for all
i ∈ Z since we have assumed that the noise variance is
time-invariant; we relax this assumption to obtain a more
general treatment below.
An expression similar to (21) was obtained in [15, Proposition 3] based on considering the so called “degradation of the
prediction error variance.” This measure is the ratio of two
2
2
2
prediction error variances σ01
/σ00
where σij
is the variance
of the prediction error obtained when a random process with
power spectrum fi is predicted using the optimal predictor
designed based on the power spectrum fj . This measures
evaluates how well the optimal predictor designed for one
process works when applied to predicting the other; it is
given by:

R

π

= log(dI (f0 , f1 )).

Clearly, ρ(f0 , f1 ) is the ratio of the arithmetic and geometric means of the quantity f0 /f1 . More interesting, however,
is the fact that ρ(·, ·)−1 can be used to induce a Riemannian
metric [15] on the topological space of power spectral
densities. Indeed, for small perturbations ∆—thought of
as an element of the tangent space of the power spectral
densities—ρ(f, f + ∆) can be locally approximated by the
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convex. Thus, it is desirable to obtain a convenient expression
for geodesic distances between AR models based on (22) and
an efficient approach to computing or approximating it.
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VII. D ISCUSSION
We have presented a general framework for regularizing
time-varying autoregressive processes by constraining the
underlying coefficient trajectories so that the resultant estimation problems reduce to convex quadratic programs. We
considered both direct- and orthogonal-form realizations of
TVAR processes—the resultant estimation algorithms can be
viewed as generalizations of the covariance and Burg methods popular in the linear prediction literature and the speech
processing community. Nonstationary processes defined in
this manner admit a nesting structure—stationary counterparts are a special case—that leads to natural hypothesis
tests for stationarity. In addition, we contrasted the distance
measures employed in our regularization framework with
distance measures arising from Riemannian metrics on the
space of AR processes.
This framework is readily extensible to time-varying
vector AR processes, periodic AR processes and the case
when multiple sequences of observations are available. The
lattice-domain formulation of Section IV-B can be further
constrained so that |κi [n]| ≤ 1 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ p and
0 ≤ n ≤ N − 1 so that the resultant estimator would yield
“frozen-time” stable models (in contrast to the example in
Fig. 3) useful in implementing the shaping filter—that is the
inverse system to the whitening filter of Fig. 1.
The most interesting direction, however, is to employ
the Riemannian metric of (22) in lieu of (12) in order to
define classes of nonstationary processes that are amenable
to efficient estimation procedures. This will be the subject
of our future work.
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